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Two Al-Khafji stamps, from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, used at sea in the Arabian (Persian) Gulf from the container ship M.V. 'Conon Forest’. It was landed 
at the container port of Bandar Khomeini (formerly known as Bandar Shahpur) and handed to the Shipping Agent who took it to the Iranian Post Office in 

Khoramshahr, where his office was located in the nearest town to the port.

The town's Post Master applied his town-name/date cancel (17 December 1979), but had no Paquebot rubber stamp, hence the importance of the ship's 
own 'Paguebot Mail' rubber stamp in Gothic letters under the 'Seamen's Mail' sticker.

NOTE: The Post Office was destroyed by Iraqi forces shortly after 1979

COVER WITH KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA STAMPS CANCELLED IN IRAN, KHORAMSHAHR



The shop is on, and in the bridge, on two floors. The lower floor has a round window and is where most of the stockbooks were kept in 1978 
(It may have changed since then!)

Bath Stamp Shop, Bath, Avon, UK



This cover and accompanying letter, signed by Dr Yousif Alturki, Director General for the Yanbu Project, celebrates 
the loading of the first crude oil shipment from Madinat Yanbu Al-Sinaiyah onto the supertanker, ‘Yanbu Pride’, 1 July 

1981. It also bears the dual language ship’s hand stamp. 

On 16 May 1984, the ‘Yanbu Pride’ was hit about 50 miles off the Saudi port of Jubail during the escalation of 
hostilities between Iraq and Iraq. Subsequently, it was sold as ‘Trade Honor’ in 1988 and finally scrapped at Gadani 

Beach, Pakistan in 1992. 

YANBU PRIDE



Letter contained in previous 
cover.

YANBU PRIDE



Opération Daguet was the codename for French operations during the 1991 Gulf War. BSS Rance was anchored in 
the port at Yanbu Al-Sinaiyah to provide medical support, including a special unit for the wounded to treat burns and 

those injured by chemical weapons. 

In addition to the French Military cancellations, it also bears a ‘Bâtiment Soutien Santé Rance’ hand stamp plus a map, 
indicating the ship’s location at Yanbu, on the Red Sea.

YANBU PRIDE



This ‘Show & Tell’ will be published on the APAI website.

The website URL is shown on page 2 of Random Notes
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